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This seasonal newsletter is 

produced by the City of 

Timmins’ Communications 

Department for the benefit 

of the public. Our goal is to 

produce a quarterly 

bulletin, providing our 

residents with information 

we feel is relevant and of 

interest based on the 

current season.  

We hope you will find 

value in reading this 

newsletter and learn more 

about our operations and 

our valued employees, 

who work hard to provide 

you with city services.  

If there are municipal 

matters you would like to 

learn more about, we 

encourage you to contact 

us with any questions, 

comments and 

suggestions.  

Heather Duhn                                
heather.duhn@timmins.ca 

Should you have questions 

or concerns regarding your 

services, we encourage 

you to contact the 

responsible department 

directly.  

A full Department 
Directory can be found on 
our website at 
www.timmins.ca/city-hall/
department-listing or call 
705-264-1331. 

After hours: 705-264-1201 

Editor’s Note: Editor’s Note: Editor’s Note:    

WACHS VACUUM TRAILER TO IMPROVE 
EMERGENCY-BASED SERVICE 

This new piece of 
equipment boasts 
an exerciser arm, 
hot water hose 
and a vacuum—
saving time, 
manual labour 
and possible 
injury, and 
reducing claims.  
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The Public Utilities department has a new tool 

in their arsenal – allowing crews to better 

control water breaks within the city, and vastly 

improving on its emergency-based service.  

This new piece of equipment, received in mid-

July, boasts an exerciser arm, hot water hose 

and a vacuum – saving on time, manual 

labour and possible injury, and reducing 

claims.   

“When there’s a water break in the winter, 

chances are the valve boxes are frozen,” 

explained Public Utilities Supervisor Noel 

Belair. “This one piece of equipment will melt 

the ice, vac out the water and shut the valve. 

A quicker shut off means less damage and 

fewer claims.” 

The system also allows the other two vacuum 

trucks to be better utilized for sewer main 

flushing and cleaning, and removing sand 

from catch basins to increase storm flows.  

The team has already put these new tools to 

good use for preventative maintenance, 

vacuuming 250-300 hydrants and main 

valves – providing crews with quicker control 

in the event of a water break. The trailer is 

also equipped with GPS technology, being 

used to update outdated maps of our 

underground infrastructure.  

DID YOU KNOW? 
From February to August 2017, the Public Works Department repaired 19,140 

potholes throughout the City of Timmins.  

You can report potholes through the City’s website or by contacting                  

Public Works directly by phone at 705-360-2646                                                                    

or by email at public_works@timmins.ca 
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HYDRANTS BEING MARKED BASED ON FLOW CAPACITY 
Residents can expect to start to see coloured 

rings being installed on approximately 1,400 City-

owned fire hydrants, following recent flow testing.  

The flow testing and fire hydrant flow colour 

labelling was mandated by NFPA 291 (National 

Fire Protection Association) and completed by the 

Public Utilities crews.  

“Given the scope of the project, we decided to 

flow test a small section of Timmins North over a 

four-day period with a flow testing provider,” 

explained Public Utilities Supervisor Adam Shortt. 

“During this flow testing, our crews worked 

alongside the provider to receive training on the 

process, and after the initial testing, we 

concluded that our crews had the skills required 

to perform the work in-house. This resulted in 

significant cost savings, as the majority of the 

cost to this project was in the labour required to 

perform the work.” 

It was further decided that the hydrant flow testing 

could be combined with the annual water main 

cleaning program, which was already in place, 

and resulted in further cost savings.  

The colour-coded reflective disks (indicating the 

respective flow ranges) are being installed in 

conjunction with the hydrant winterizing program.   

In May 2016, the City of Timmins and the 

Porcupine Health Unit issues a joint media 

release regarding soil sampling in the Hollinger 

Park, which indicated that there are elevated 

metals contained within the park’s soil – which 

was previously a lake that was historically 

backfilled with mine tailings.  

While the levels found are above what would 

be found in most parks, they are well below 

levels found in many similar communities in 

Ontario and Canada with metal smelters or 

past mining activities. They are not present at 

levels that would be expected to result in 

adverse health effects to park users, and the 

Hollinger Park remained open to public 

access.  

However, based on concerns from the 

community, the City conducted further testing 

to determine what additional remedial action 

was required.  

Currently, the City of Timmins is placing clean 

material atop a geo-textile covering to help 

remediate the park, based on 

recommendations from the Health Risk 

Assessment. The geo-textile is used to provide 

a barrier, separating the existing soil and the 

0.5 meters of new material. 

“Removing the material is not the preferred 

approach as digging increases the risk of 

metal contamination exposure to the 

residents,” explained Manager of 

Environmental Services Scott Tam. 

“Excavation work would disturb the existing 

material which increases the risk of 

contaminates becoming airborne and exposure 

to the public.” 

SOIL REMEDIATION TAKING 
PLACE AT HOLLINGER PARK 

The City of Timmins 
completed construction on 
another 1.2km of the 
Connecting Link this 
summer. We would like to 
thank motorists for their 
patience throughout this 
important construction. 


